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1) Current situation of Middle America 

Many indigenous languages of Middle America have disappeared since the 

Conquest in the 16
th

 century.  During the last 500 years, 244 out of 365 languages, 

which include languages and dialects known only by name, were lost, according to 

McQuown (1955), and now only ninety-two languages are spoken by over 9 million 

people (Yasugi 1995).
(1)

  All of these languages are more or less in danger of 

extinction.  The reason of endangerment varies according to the language in question.  

For example, in the case of Ixcatec, which is spoken in Oaxaca, Mexico, the number of 

speakers has been reduced to a number too small to maintain the language.  Lacandon, 

a Mayan language, is also threatened.  Although a few hundred Lacandon people still 

maintain the language proudly, the number of speakers is one of the most important 

factors to judge whether or not a language in question is on the verge of extinction.  

Therefore, I will list languages of all those whose speakers are less than 1,000.  These 

are gravely threatened languages. 

Paipai           223      Cochimi (kumyai) 244 

Kiliwa             41      Cocopa         136 

Seri               561      Ocuiltec        755 

Txistepec Popoluca   172      Oluta Popoluca    3 

Lacandon           104      Motocintlec      235 

Tuzantec            300       Xinca          100 

Pipil                 20      Tol             300  

Paya                300      Rama          650 
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Guatuso        300     Boruca           5 

Pipil is an extinct language, except for about 20 old Pipil speakers out of almost 

200,000 in that ethnic group.  The numbers of Chichimec and Ixcatec are 200 and 119 

according to Ethnologue, while the census of 1990 records that the numbers are 1621 

and 1220, respectively.  The languages of Opata, Chiapanec and Chicomuceltec are 

extinct, but some people still maintain their ethnic identity.  The numbers of them are 

as follows; 

   *Opata      12, 

   *Chiapanec      181, 

   *Chicomuceltec     24 

Besides the small number of speakers, Spanish influence is a serious factor in 

language endangerment. The Spanish language is dominant in Middle American except 

in Belize where English is dominant, and indigenous languages are subordinate.  

Subordinate languages are always in danger of extinction, even though they outnumber 

dominant language speakers.  For example, Kaqchikel, another of the Mayan 

languages, is spoken around the Guatemalan capital city. They are strongly under 

Spanish influence.  Although about a million people speak Kaqchikel, the language is 

also in danger of extinction due to the fact that the children prefer to speak Spanish 

instead of speaking their mother language.  Here, we can observe gradual shift to the 

dominant language. The parents speak well, but their children do not, although they do 

understand what their parents speak. 

A policy of suppression also affects survival of a language.  After the peasant 

uprising in 1932, the Salvadoran Government suppressed the indigenous people.  The 

result was that the Lenca and Cacaopera languages were abandoned and became extinct.  

The sudden language loss was due to a halt in speaking their native languages in order 

to avoid being identified as communist-inspired Indians (Campbell and Muntzel 

1989:183). 

      During the civil war in Guatemala, which lasted over 30 years, there was a great 

danger of extinction.  Maya people became more silent because they feared death.  If 

genocide had escalated, speakers would have stopped speaking the language.  
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Fortunately, this awkward situation did not occur and the suppression finally came to an 

end in 1996, costing about 75,000 lives in the war (Warren 1997:24).  During that time, 

a number of young Maya people began to learn their own cultural heritage and found 

their values and pride.  New movements toward indigenous liberation and identity are 

now becoming vigorous. 

 

 

2) Attempts to salvage endangered languages 

Linguistic description and analysis of indigenous Middle American languages 

began soon after the Spanish conquest in the early sixteenth century.  When Spanish 

missionaries encountered indigenous people, they must have been perplexed at the 

strange sounds they had never heard.  Spanish missionaries studied indigenous 

languages and established orthography for them, based on the Latin or Spanish alphabet.  

Sometimes they invented new letters such as ☺ (inverted c) for /tz‟/ and ε for /q‟/ etc.  

Based on the new orthography, they wrote grammars, dictionaries, catechisms, etc, and 

taught native elites how to write and read their languages.  Indigenous people wrote 

myths, legends, letters, wills, etc. using the alphabet they had just learned.  Among 

indigenous languages, Nahuatl and Yucatec have the most extensive documentary 

sources.  Spanish missionaries wrote some of these and indigenous people recorded 

others.  Some other dominant languages in those days, such as Zapotec, Mixtec, 

Tarasco, K‟iche‟ and Kaqchikel also have documents, dictionaries and grammars, but 

they are less than Nahuatl and Yucatec.  Other minor languages were poorly 

documented. 

During the Colonial time, indigenous languages continued to attract interest, 

although the Colonial Government went ahead with a policy of Castilianization.  There 

were professors of Nahuatl and Otomi in the University of Mexico in 1640 (Ligorred 

1992:17).  In Guatemala, a Mayan language called Kaqchikel was taught in the 

university as a metropolitan language from the years 1678 to 1822 (Brinton 1884:347).  

After independence, the word “indio” was prohibited to be used in any documents under 

this liberal thought, and the class of indio became nonexistent (Favre 1996:25).  
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Consequently, indigenous languages were ignored and indigenous people did not inherit 

this literacy tradition. 

In the 20
th

 century, indigenous languages came to the attention to North American 

and Mexican anthropologists.  Since the Public Education Secretary (Secretaría de 

Educación Pública, or SEP) was founded in 1921, alphabetization of indigenous 

languages started in order to Hispanicize indigenous peoples.  In 1935, the 

Independent Department of Indian Affairs was created. In that same year the Summer 

Institute of Linguistics (SIL) began to study indigenous languages to diffuse the Bible 

among indigenous people.  SIL carried out descriptive studies for the vernacular 

languages and prepared didactic materials (cartillas) for the alphabetization of 

indigenous languages.  The Institute for Alphabetization of Indigenous Languages was 

established in 1945 and the national campaign against analphabetism was organized 

(Bravo Ahuja 1977:112).  The purpose of alphabetization was to facilitate the learning 

of the national language to ethnic groups.  The Mexican education system starting in 

1921 and operated under the thesis of incorporation and assimilation that denies the 

development of indigenous cultures.   

Although bilingual-bicultural education became official in 1955 when the 

Dirección General de Educación Indígena was created within the Public Education 

Secretary, the meaning of bilingual-biculture was different from that of our days.  It 

did not mean the teaching in both Spanish and indigenous languages or the respecting of 

the cultures of indigenous peoples.  To teach indigenous languages was to facilitate the 

learning of Spanish.  Even now, bilingual education tends to be considered as a 

learning method to facilitate the transition from the indigenous language to Spanish.  

Indigenous people were given an opportunity for education, but in practice, their 

languages were being despised and they did not document their languages. 

Linguists have done documentation of Middle American languages.  Every 

language has some description on phonology at least.  Some languages have 

dictionaries and grammars.  Especially the Summer Institute of Linguistics has 

contributed to documentation.  Linguists of SIL have published many useful 

dictionaries and grammars, but most of the dictionaries are too short and lack helpful 
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examples to understand the significance of the terms.   

In the early 1970s documentation of the languages was popular among North 

American linguists. Indigenous languages were studied with indigenous people working 

as informants. In exchange, they taught them how to write and read.  Indigenous 

people working with North American linguists learned the basic descriptive linguistics 

and dictionary making procedures.  Now they themselves produce dictionaries and 

grammars, especially in Guatemala. 

To document a language adequately, the three parts that are required are a 

dictionary, grammar, and texts that have been morphemically analyzed.  Looking at 

language documentation from this point, there are very few projects meeting the 

requirement of this standard.  An example of an almost ideal documentation is an Itzaj 

case, where Hofling published a grammar, dictionary, and texts (Hofling 1991, 1997, 

2000).  The Itzaj dictionary contains more than 20,000 entries.  Recently the most 

extensive dictionary is the Great Tzotizil Dictionary of San Lorenzo Zinacantan by 

Robert Laughlin, which has 35,000 entries (Laughlin 1975).  Other dictionaries 

contain fewer entries. 

I will now survey language documentation from each country.  In Mexico 

linguists working at Universidad Nacional Autónoma de México and Instituto Nacional 

de Antropología e Historia have played a central role in documentation.  Besides their 

activities, two projects should be mentioned.  Jorge Suárez and his companions 

organized the Archive of Indigenous Languages in Mexico (Archivo de lenguas 

indígenas de México; former, archivo de lenguas indígenas del estado de Oaxaca).  

The first publication was the data of Isthmus Zapotec (Pickett and Embry 1975).  The 

book consists of 594 sentences responded to a questionnaire for structural analysis and 

short vocabulary.  At first, they intended to describe indigenous languages in the state 

of Oaxaca, but later amplified their scope.  They applied the same standard to other 

languages and published the data of 23 languages in Mexico by the year 1999.  The 

series cover endangered languages like Matlatzinca, Chocho, in addition to right now, 

not-endangered languages like Zapotec, Mixtec, Otomi ect.  

In 1993, the Project for the Documentation of the Languages of Mesoamerica 
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that was organized by Terrence Kaufman and John Justeson, began research on 

Mixe-Zoquean languages, and then extended to Zapotecan, Oto-Pamean, Totonacan, 

and Nahuan.  Now the Project has been studying four Mixean, six Zoquean, ten 

Zapotecan, two Chatino, ten Nahuan, three Totonacan, and two Oto-Pamean, consisting 

of Matlatzinca and Ocuilteco.  A different linguist in collaboration undertakes the 

preparation of a dictionary for each language with native speakers.  A major feature of 

the Project is that a set of specialists in each language family is trained in the context of 

regular and long-term interaction, helping to generate a body of lore that is tested 

through discussion and comparison of the results of individual investigation.  The 

dictionaries they are producing are medium in size, ranging between 5,000 and 10,500 

lexical items.  Part of their results can be accessible at the website 

(http://www/ablany.edu/anthro/maldp/index/html). 

In Guatemala, a man by the name of Terrence Kaufman founded the Proyecto 

Lingüístico Francisco Marroquín, where about eighty indigenous people learned how to 

write their language.  US linguists analyzed Mayan languages in collaboration with 

native speakers.  Kaufman published the basic spelling and phonology of Guatemala 

languages (Kaufman 1970).  Mayan people organized the Academy of Mayan 

languages and established a “unified” alphabet for all Mayan languages spoken in 

Guatemala in 1987.  The Academy of Mayan Languages set up branches in the head 

towns of each language group.  The branches function as a regional center for making 

up bilingual education program, surveying dialectical variation, and making dictionaries, 

grammars, etc.  In 1990 Nora England founded OKMA (Oxlajuuj Keej Maya Ajtz‟iib‟) 

where she trained native Mayan linguists.  Now these Mayan linguists analyze their 

native languages and publish grammars, dictionaries and dialectical descriptions.   

In Honduras and El Salvador, there are languages that are on the verge of death, 

such as Pipil, Tol (Jicaque) and Pech (Paya).  Tol and Pech are (too close to death to be 

salvaged / on the verge of being salvaged).  Garifuna, whose territory extends to Belize 

and Nicaragua, is also required to document, although it has a dictionary and a grammar 

(Hadel 1975; Suazo 1990).  The Pipil language was documented by Campbell (1985).  

Other languages, such as Lenca and Chilanga are extinct. 
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In Nicaragua, the Center for Research and Documentation of the Atlantic Coast 

(CIDCA) is responsible for the description of indigenous languages in Nicaragua (Craig 

1992).  The Nicaraguan linguists with North American linguists are producing 

dictionaries of Ulwa, Miskito and Rama (Marks and Heath 1992; Anonymous 1989; 

Rigby and Schneider 1989).  After the Sandinista revolution, however, the revitalizing 

movement seems less active. 

In Costa Rica, linguists in the University of Costa Rica are rescuing indigenous 

languages of Costa Rica.  Since 1982, they have yearly published the Journal of 

Studies of Chibchan Linguistics (Estudios de Lingüística Chibcha) where they report 

the data of indigenous languages like Boruca, Terraba, Bribri, Cabecar, Guaymi, etc.  

They also published dictionaries and grammars (Constenla 1998; Constenla et al 1998; 

Margery 1989, etc.). 

 

3) Maya revitalization movement 

Indigenous people have come to recognize their ethnic distinctiveness and they 

are beginning to promote their cultural heritage.  The Maya revitalization movement 

that began in Guatemala in the late 1980s is the most active among indigenous language 

groups.  I can give some reasons why documentation is the most active.  The most 

important contribution is made by North American linguists such as Terrence Kaufman, 

Nora England, etc. who have been educating Maya people since the mid 1970s.  These 

Maya people have grown up to be linguists who describe their native languages.  Other 

reasons may be that Guatemala has the greatest population of indigenous people and the 

Maya people are descendants of the ancient Maya civilization about which they can 

boast.  Worldwide movements have also influenced Maya revitalization activities.  

Although revitalization is very active, there are still problems and so I will discuss 

Guatemalan activities with regard to language preservation.   

      In Guatemala, in 1950, a new orthography was proposed for four major 

Guatemalan languages, Kaqchikel, K‟iche‟, Q‟eqchi‟ and Mam, and in 1952 the 

Summer Institute of Linguistics was established.  The orthography proposed by them 

might ease the transition to Spanish for monolingual children.  The same way of 
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writing as Spanish was adopted, such as ca que, qui, co, cu for the sounds [ka], [ke], [ki], 

[ko], [ku].  In 1970, however, the member of the Instituto Lingüístico Francisco 

Marroquin proposed new orthography.  This orthography influenced later linguistic 

policy. 

      In 1987, Guatemala Government legalized a standard orthography (Anonymous 

1988).  The old orthography was rejected and the approach of earlier scholars was later 

regarded as assimilationist.  I will cite the orthography adopted in Guatemala, since it 

is very important for revitalization activities. 

 

Orthgraphy in Guatemala:  

    p  t   tz   tch  ch   tx  ky   k  q 

p‟  t‟  tz‟  tch‟  ch‟  tx‟  ky‟  k  q‟  ‟ 

    b‟  d‟ 

        s      sh   xh  x        j      h 

m  n                       nh 

        l  r  

    w             y 

    short vowels: i e a o u   long vowels: ii ee aa oo uu  

(fortis: i e a o u   lenis: ï ë ä ö ü) 

 

Now scholars use this orthography because it was legalized, but it has some 

problems.  For example, Guatemalan western Highland languages, such as Jakalteko 

and Kanjob‟al, have the contrast of retroflex vs. non-retroflex fricatives, which are 

represented by x and by xh, respectively.  X represents a retroflex fricative sound.  

However, in other languages, which have no contrast, x represents a non-fricative sound.  

If we treat them together, we easily confuse the retroflex sound with the non-retroflex 

sound due to the letters of x and xh. 

A standardized writing system is indeed important for literacy and cultural stability, 

but the orthography adopted by the Maya people is not applied to their own names and 

the names of their towns.  They are familiar with the older, still prevailing colonial 
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spelling of place names and surnames.  It is difficult to change traditional names into 

new names, because legal documents must be conserved and the spelling in documents 

must inevitably be sustained.  Since traditional names are used in daily life, two 

different spellings coexist.  Then for what purpose did indigenous people change 

orthography and what advantage do they have?  The reason they have changed 

traditional orthography and adopted a new one was to throw off the yoke of Spanish 

domination while strengthening their ethnic identity.  For many years, indigenous 

people were despised and indigenous languages were regarded as imperfect and inferior 

ones.  Therefore, it is most important to take pride in their languages for salvaging and 

maintaining them.  The new orthography became a symbol of new movements. 

The dominant language is Spanish.  Spanish is indispensable for everyday life, 

while it is not indispensable to learn how to write and read in their own languages.  If 

you ask what advantage they have when they learn this new orthography, I must confess 

that it is almost nothing useful even after they learn it.  There are hardly any materials 

to write.  Of course they may produce novels, poets, etc. but even if they do not know 

the spelling of their indigenous languages, they have no particular problems.  However, 

if they do not know how to write and read Spanish, they can suffer some obstacles to 

living in their society.  Rigoberta Menchú, a Nobel Peace-Prize winner, wrote many of 

the losses she suffered and absurd treatments by Ladinos, because she did not know 

Spanish (Rigoberta Menchú 1987). 

Economically, it is more convenient to teach only the dominant language of 

Spanish in school.  Teaching in both Spanish and an indigenous language at the same 

time takes twice as much time as teaching only in Spanish.  For many years, teachers 

tried to teach the writing and reading of indigenous languages in the first and second 

grades at elementary school. But even if children learn the method of writing the 

indigenous language for two years, they cannot write and read their language fluently, 

because the education system is organized to serve for easy transition to Spanish.  

More than ten years ago, indigenous people demanded that the law should be 

written in every indigenous language but failed after all.  If we consider an outcome 

proportionate to the cost, it is natural to think that it is less costly to make them 
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understand the law in Spanish rather than to write the law in every indigenous language. 

However, we should not treat language from a point of economy nor of 

convenience.  Now the Maya people promote bilingual education in schools called 

escuelas mayas (Maya schools), even though tremendous time needs be devoted to 

develop proper curricula.  I visited one Maya school at Palin in 2001, where children 

were taught the lessons in Poqomam.  There are more children speaking Poqoman than 

there were some twenty years ago when Poqoman was in danger of extinction, because 

Palin is near the Guatemala capital.  At that time, many Poqoman people preferred to 

speak Spanish, partly because they looked for a job in Guatemala City and partly 

because indigenous language was despised.  Now Poqoman seems to have escaped 

from the danger of extinction, thanks to cultural revival.   

Therefore, the most important thing for indigenous people is to have a passion to 

maintain their own language.  The maintenance of indigenous languages is due wholly 

to their consciousness.  When I was working in the field, I happened to encounter a 

merchant who was selling watches.  He was an evangelist.  He had abandoned the 

speaking of his native language for more than 30 years, but one day he realized his 

special identity.  He then taught himself how to read his mother tongue because he 

wanted to read the Bible, published by the Summer Institute of Linguistics.  He had a 

passion to learn how to write and read his language.  It did not matter whether or not 

the spelling was traditional or a newly adopted one.   

It is also important to educate Ladinos to respect indigenous languages and 

culture.  Formally, there is no official discrimination, but actually there is a gap 

between Ladinos and indigenous people.  Indigenous people distrust Ladinos and 

Ladinos despise indigenous people.  Unless the Guatemalan people solve this problem, 

indigenous languages will continue to be exposed to danger of extinction.  If Ladinos 

who know only Spanish learn at least one indigenous language, the actual situation will 

change for the better. 

It is also necessary to seek self-determination and autonomy.  Now the Maya 

people publish many dictionaries, grammars, books etc. and documentation is very 

active, but they depend on financial aids.  If financial aids are cut, then their 
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movements deteriorate easily (Yasugi 2001). 

The mobility and liberation of society is progressing in Guatemala after the hard 

times in the early 1980s.  Some years ago, once indigenous people learned Spanish, 

they abandoned speaking their native tongue and transferred their ethnic identity to 

Ladino.  The change of identity went with the change in the use of language usage. 

The higher educated indigenous people abandoned their indioness and now, even people 

who cannot speak a Mayan language begin to declare that they are Maya.   

Spanish is spoken all over the countries, while indigenous languages are 

vernacular.  It is impossible to assume that the nation abandoned Spanish and adopt an 

indigenous language as a national language.  When indigenous people want to 

communicate with other groups, they must speak in Spanish.  The common language is 

Spanish.  Even if they try to heighten their language value, their languages cannot gain 

the same status as Spanish.  Therefore, the ideal solution is continual maintenance of 

indigenous languages and the only way to prevent the extinction of these languages is to 

promote intercultural movement and bilingual education.  If they fail to manage a 

bilingual strategy, then the Spanish will swallow up their languages. 

 

 

Notes 

1) A number of the languages are taken from Yasugi (1995).  Yasugi counts 57 

languages in Mexico, taking in consideration of the traditional standard, while Manrique 

Castañeda (1997) counts 77 languages.  The number varies with the definition of a 

language.  For example, some say Zapotecan is only one language, while others say 

Zapotecan contains 8 languages and still others see it as consisting of ten or more.  On 

the other hand, Yaqui and Mayo are traditionally taken as two separate languages but 

they should be classified as only one language, Cahita.  Traditionally, Zapotecan, 

Mixtecan, Chinantecan and Mazatecan are treated as one language, but if we apply the 

criteria for the classification of Mayan to them, the number increases.   

 

2) In the spelling of Mayan language names, I have followed the new orthography 
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officially recognized in 1987 for languages spoken in Guatemala, but I have maintained 

the traditional spellings for languages spoken outside Guatemala.  The traditional 

spellings are given in brackets in Table 1. 
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   Table 1. Classification of Middle American Indian Languages 

───────────────────────────────── 

Language                         Location        Number of Speakers  

─────────────────────────────────── 

I. Southern Uto-Aztecan (Sonoran) 

  A. Tepiman (Pimic) 

    1. Piman  

       Pima Alto              [1]                 10,000 

       Papago                   [2]                 15,000 

       Pima Bajo (Nevome, Ure, Yecora)  [3]                 2,000?  

   2. Tepehuan (Odami/Odame)                       5,600/17,900/18,470  

       Northern Tepehuan              [4] 

       Southern Tepehuan              [5] 

       *Tepecano                     D1                     0 

  B. Taracaitan (Taracahitic) 

    1. Tarahumaran                                 

       Tarahumara (Rarámuri)         [6]      25,500/62,500/54,430 

       Guarijío (Varohío)             [7]                  3,000? 

    2. Opatan 

       *Opata（Teguima）           D2                    #12 

       *Jova                       D3                      0 

       *Eudeve (Heve, Dohema)      D4                      0 

    3. Cahitan 

       Yaqui (Cahita)                [8]       7,100/9,300/10,990 

       Mayo (Cahita)                [9]     27,900/56,400/37,410 

    4.*Tubar                      D5                      0 

  C. Corachol  

       Cora                       [10]      6,300/12,300/11,920 

       Huichol                   [11]      6,900/51,900/19,360 

  D. Nahuan 
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    1. Azteca (General Aztec)                      800,000/1,377,000/1,197,330 

        Nahuatl                    [12] 

        Nahual                     [13] 

        Nahuat                     [14] 

        Pipil                       [15]                      20 

    2.*Pochutec                     D6                        0 

II. *Cuitlatec                        D7                        0 

III. Yuman (includes only Yuman languages of Mexico.)  

        Paipai                      [16]                     220 

        Cochimi (Kumyai, Kimiai)     [17]                     160 

        Kiliwa                     [18]                      40 

        Cocopa (Cucapa)             [19]                     140 

IV. Seri                             [20]              500/500/560 

V. Tarasco (Purepecha)                 [21]      60,500/118,700/94,840 

VI. Totonacan  

        Totonac           [22]    124,900/196,100/207,880 

        Tepehua                  [23]          5,600/8,500/8,700  

VII. Otomanguean 

  A. Chichimec (Meco, Jonaz)    [24]             ?/1,000?/1,620  

  B. Oto-Pamean 

    1. Pamean                    [25]          5,000/57,00/5,730  

       North Pame, Central Pame, South Pame  

    2. Matlatzincan   

       Matlatzinca (Pirinda)          [26]             ?/18,00/1,450 

       Ocuiltec (Tlahuica)            [27]                ?/400/760  

    3. Otomian 

      a. Otomí                      [28]    221,100/306,200/280,240  

          Northwestern Otomí (Mesquital), Northeastern Otomí (Sierra)  

          Southwestern Otomí, Ixtenco Otomí 

      b. Mazahua                    [29]    104,800/194,200/127,830  
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  C. Supanec  

    1. Tlapanec (Yope)               [30]     30,900/55,100/68,480  

    2.*Subtiaba                      D8                      0 

      （*Maribio                        El Salvador） 

  D. Popolocan  

    1.Chochoan   

      a. Ixcatec                     [31]            ?/200?/1,220  

      b. Chochoan   

         Popoloca                   [32]            ?/6,800/1,730  

         Chocho                    [33]      1,000?/12,400/12,550 

    2. Mazatec                      [34]   101,600/124,200/168,370 

  E. Amuzgo                        [35]      13,900/18,700/28,290  

  F. Mixtecan 

    1. Mixtecan  

       Mixtec                      [36]   233,300/323,200/386,870 

       Cuicatec                     [37]      10,200/14,200/12,680  

     2. Trique                      [38]        8,000/8,500/14,980  

  G.. Zapotecan  

    1. Zapotec                       [39]   283,400/423,000/403,460 

       （*Papabuco                                        #20）  

    2. Chatino                       [40]      11,800/20,600/28,990  

  H. Chinantec                       [41]     54,200/77,100/109,100 

  I. Manguean (Chorotegan, Chiapanec-Mangue) 

    1.*Chiapanec                    D9                     #180 

    2.*Mangue                    D10                       0 

      （*Diria                          Nicaragua） 

      （*Chorotega                      Honduras） 

      （*Nicoya                        Costa Rica） 

VIII. Huave                        [42]     7,500/10,000/11,960 

IX. Oaxaca Chontal (Tequistlatec)       [43]     10,300/81,000/ 4,670  
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        Lowland Chontal (Huamelultec)       

        Highland Chontal (Tequistlatec)       

X. Mixe-Zoque (Zoquean, Mixean) 

    1. Zoquean                     [44]   272,00/31,000/43,160  

        Oaxaca Zoque(San Miguel Chimalapa, Santa Maria Chimalapa), 

Chiapas Zoque, Tabasco Zoque (Ayapa),  

Veracruz Zoque (Zoque Popoluca) [45]   

        Sierra Popoluca (Soteapan etc.)               18,700/23,800/ 29,030  

        Texistepec Popoluca                                       170 

    2. Mixean   

      a. Veracruz Mixe (Mixe Popoluca)       [46] 

          Sayula Popoluca             4000 

  Oluta Popoluca                                           3 

      b. Mixe                            [47]   54,500/74,100/ 95,260 

          Eastern Mixe, Western Mixe 

      c. *Tapachultec                     D11                    0 

XI. Mayan 

  A. Huastecan  

    1. Huastec                            [48]   66,100/103,800/120,740 

    2. *Chicomuceltec                      D12                   #20 

  B. Northern Lowland Maya  

    1. Yucatecan  

      a. Yucatec                           [49]   454,700/665,400/713,520  

      b. Lacandon                         [50]                ?/300/100  

      c. Itzaj[Itza]                         [51]                650/1,835  

      d. Mopan[Mopan]                    [52]             8,500/13,460 

  C. Southern Lowland Maya  

    1. Cholan  

      a. Chol                             [53]     73,300/96,800/128,240  

      b. Chontal                           [54]      20,000/29,000/30,140 
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      c. Ch‟orti‟[Chorti]                     [55]          27,097/76,782  

      d. *Cholti                           D13                    0 

    2. Tzeltalan  

      a. Tzotzil                           [56]   95,400/133,400/229,200  

      b. Tzeltal                           [57]   99,500/215,200/261,080  

      c. Tojolabal (Chaneabal)                [58]     35,000/22,400/36,010  

  D. Western Highland Maya  

    1. Kanjobalan 

      a. Chuj[Chuj]                       [59]           50,000/87,489 

      b. Jakalteko/Popti'[Jacalteco]           [60]           39,635/86,266 

        Q‟anjob‟al[Kanjobal]               [61]          75,155/211,687 

        Akateko[Acatec]                   [62]           40,991/40,991 

      c. Motocintlec (Mocho)                [63]                   500 

        Tuzantec                          [64]                   300 

    2. Mamean 

      a. Tektiteko (Teko)[Tectiteco/Teco]   [65]                 ?/ 4,895 

        Mam[Mam]                       [66]        346,548/1,126,959 

      b. Awakateko[Aguacatec]              [67]           18,572/35,485 

    3. Ixil[Ixil]                            [68]          47,902/134,599 

  E. Eastern Highland Maya  

    1. Q‟eqchi‟[Kekchi]                    [69]         473,749/732,340 

    2. Poqom  

      a. Poqomchi‟[Pocomchi‟]              [70]          94,714/266,750 

      b. Poqomam[Pocomam]               [71]          46,515/130,928 

    3. K‟ichean 

      a. Uspanteko[Uspantec]                [72]           12,402/22,025 

      b. K‟iche‟[Quiche]                    [73]       663,241/1,954,007 

        Sakapulteko[Sacapulteco]            [74]           3,033/43,439 

        Sipakapeño[Sipacapa]               [75]            4,409/6,118 

        Kaqchikel[Cakchiquel]               [76]       343,038/1,032,128 
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        Tz‟utujil[Tzutujil]                  [77]        50,080/160,907 

XII. Xinca                                [78]              107/306  

XIII. Arawakan (includes only a Central American language.)  

      Garífuna（Black Carib）             [79]           70,000 

XIV. Lencan 

      *Lenca (Honduran Lenca)              D14         0 

      *Chilanga (Salvadoran Lenca)          D15            0 

XV. Tol (Jicaque)                           [80]               300 

XVI. Misumalpan (Misuluan) 

  A.Mískitu                              [81]         67,000 

  B. Sumu (Ulwa=Southern Sumu)            [82]            4,900 

      Bawihka, Tawahka, Kukra, Panamaka  

  C. Matagalpan 

     *Cacaopera                       D16                0 

     *Matagalpa                          D17                0 

XVII. Chibchan (includes only Central American Chibchan languages.) 

  A. Paya (Pech)                          [83]               300 

  B. Rama                                [84]               650 

  C. Guatuso (Malecu)                      [85]               300 

  D. Boruca (Brunca)                       [86]                  5 

  E. *Huetar (Guetar）                      D18                 0 

  F. Viceita 

      Cabécar (Chiripó, Estrella)             [87]             6,000 

      Bribrí                              [88]             5,000 

  G.. Teribe/Téraba                         [89]             1,100 

  H. Guaymí                              [90]           56,500 

  I. Bocotá                                [91]           15,000? 

  J. Cuna                                 [92]           36,500 

 

The population of Mexico is cited from the Census of 1970/1980/1990.  The number 
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includes speakers of more than 5 years old.  Fractions have been rounded off to the 

nearest even number. 

The Guatemalan Mayan population is cited from Comisión de oficialización de los 

idiomas indígenas de Guatemala (1999) / Tay Coyoy (1996). 

The number of speakers in Central America is based mainly on Turpana (1987) and 

García Segura and Zúñiga Muñoz (1987). 

 

 


